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Police And Crime Panel
1 February 2019
Revenue & Capital Budgets 2019/20
Medium Term Financial Plan 2019/20 to 2022/23
Revenue & Capital Budgets 2018/19
Joint Report of PCVC Chief Finance Officer and Chief
Constable
Introduction


The purpose of this report is to enable the Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner
(PCVC) to:
o Set the revenue budget and issue the policing precept for 2019/20,
o Approve the capital budget for 2019/20,
o Approve the revised revenue & capital budgets for 2018/19,
o Approve the treasury management policy and strategy for 2019/20,
o Approve the medium term financial plan,
o Consider the robustness of the estimates and adequacy of reserves.



The covering report is divided into the following sections:
o Background
o Grant Settlement
o 2019/20 Council Tax requirement
o Reserves
o Key risks
o Cost control
o Capital Budget
o Medium term Financial Plan 2019/20 to 2022/23



The Prudential Code is included in appendix 2



The Medium Term Financial Plan is attached as appendix 3



Appendix 4 gives details of the robustness of the estimates
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Background


The provisional financial settlement for 2019/20 (received December 2018)
announced increased Government funding to Police Forces to compensate for the
additional Police Officer pension contributions



The Medium Term Financial Plan in Appendix 3 outlines estimated future year’s
funding levels. Whilst a balanced budget for the next 4 financial years can be
achieved under the proposed spending plan, this is based on the funding levels
being maintained in future years.



The settlement allowed a Council Tax increase of £24 for Band D for 2019/20.
Whilst recognising the impact of any increase in Council Tax on the finances of
households in County Durham and Darlington, in view of the future budgetary
challenges referred to later, it is the view of officers that it is more important than
ever, so far as is possible, to protect the base budget by increasing the Council
Tax.



The Home Office have already announced that they are reviewing the police
funding formula allocation between Forces for future years. Our understanding,
based on previous exemplifications published in 2015, is that Durham could
potentially lose up to £10m per annum from the changes. A separate report has
been produced showing how such a reduction would be financed.

Grant Settlement


The final Local Government Finance Settlement, together with the Police Grant
Report for 2019/20, will be put before the House of Commons shortly. Central
funding for 2019/20 has been set at £87.58m, an increase of £2.91m from 2018/19.
This almost offsets the increase in Police Officer pension contributions of £2.94m
The table shows the Constabulary’s assumption of the anticipated central
government funding in future years compared to the current year:
2018/19
£000

2019/20
£000

2020/21
£000

2021/22
£000

2022/23
£000

Police Grant

42,112

43,034

43,034

43,034

43,034

DCLG General Grant

36,446

37,173

37,173

37,173

37,173

6,110

6,110

6,110

6,110

6,110

-

1,260

1,260

1,260

1,260

84,668

87,577

87,577

87,577

87,577

Legacy Council Tax Freeze
Grants
Pension Grant
Central Gov’t Funding




As well as general grant, there will continue to be other specific grants in 2019/20.
The government has announced the 2019/20 Council Tax capping criteria at £24.
This report recommends a £24 increase at Band D.



Every 1% variation in the Band D Council Tax affects the Council Tax Requirement
by £0.35m. A £24 increase in Council Tax, which is the maximum increase
recommended to avoid a referendum and is a 13.24% rise, would result in an
increase to the base budget of £4.10m for every year in the future. This would
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increase the Band D precept from £181.24 to £205.24 per annum, an increase of
£24 per annum, which is 46p per week. The impact on the majority of households
in County Durham and Darlington which are Band A properties, would be an
increase of £16 from £120.83 to £136.83 per annum, which is equivalent to 31p
per week.


The Government has created a number of ‘top sliced’ funding streams as follows:
Police Funding
o/w Reallocations and adjustments
PFI
Police technology programmes
Arm’s length bodies
Top-ups to NCA and ROCUs
Strengthening the response to Organised Crime
Police transformation fund
Special Grant
Pre-charge bail

2017/18
(£m)
812
73
417
54

2018/19
(£m)
945
73
495
63

28
175
50
15

42
175
93
4

2019-20
(£m)
1,029
73
495
63
56
90
175
73
4

The Force is yet to receive details of any allocation from the above.


Police capital grant has slightly increased from £0.496m to £0.507m. To maintain
investments in new assets this must be supplemented by revenue contributions to
capital and use of capital receipts.

2019/20 Council Tax Requirement


The ‘council tax bases’ of Durham County Council and Darlington Borough Council
are used to calculate the proportion of the PCVC’s total precept levied on each
Council. The tax base is the estimated full year equivalent number of chargeable
Band D dwellings with two or more liable adults and in respect of which tax will be
received. The ‘council tax bases’ for 2019/20, determined by the relevant
authorities and notified to the Police and Crime Commissioner, are as follows:
Council

Notified
Council Tax
Base
139,738.80

Durham County
Darlington

32,873.70

Aggregate Council Tax Base


172,612.50

The Basic Council Tax for the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner
(OPCC) is calculated by dividing the precept by the aggregate of tax base.
Council Tax Requirement
Aggregate Council Tax Base

=
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Basic Council Tax
(At Band D)



An increase of £24 in Band D Council Tax would result in a budget of
£123,178,217.
£

£
123,178,217

PCVC's Budget Requirement
(based on an increase in Basic
Council Tax of £24 band D)
Less:
Specific Grant
Re-distributed Non-Domestic Rates
Pension grant
Legacy Council Tax Grants

43,034,429
37,173,293
1,260,381
6,110,124

87,578,227
35,599,990
less:
Estimated overall net surplus on
Collection
Funds at 31st March 2019

-173,000

Council Tax Requirement

35,426,990

This would mean a council tax of:
£35,426,990
172,612.50


=

£205.24

It is recommended that the Council Tax Requirement be set at a level that
results in a £24 increase in Band D Council Tax for the year ending 31st March
2020 and
o

That in determining the Council Tax Requirement, the PCVC notes the
PCVC Chief Finance Officer’s report on the robustness of the estimates and
the adequacy of reserves and risks in the budget, attached as Appendices
3 and 4.

o The ‘council tax base’ for the whole of the Force area of County Durham
and Darlington will be 172,612.50.
o The 'basic amount of council tax' be £205.24 and the amount of council tax
for each category of dwelling will be as follows:
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Valuation
Band

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

(Proportion of
Basic Amount)

Council Tax
2019/20

(6/9)
(7/9)
(8/9)
Basic Amount)
(11/9)
(13/9)
(15/9)
(18/9)

£
136.83
159.63
182.44
205.24
250.85
296.46
342.07
410.48

o The Budget Requirement be £123,178,217 and that after taking account of
Police Specific Grant of £43,034,429 Re-distributed Non-Domestic Rates of
£37,173,293, Pension Grant of £1,260,381 and Legacy Council Tax Grants
of £6,110,124, precepts totalling £35,426,990 be issued to Authorities as
follows:
Council

Council Tax
Base

Durham County
Darlington



Precept (£)

139,738.80

28,679,992

32,873.70

6,746,998

172,612.50

35,426,990

Precept Instalments: Discussions with the Treasurers of the Collecting
Authorities have taken place, and the dates for the payment of the precept in
ten equal instalments are as follows:
(a)





(b)






Durham County Council
3 April 2019
3 May 2019
4 June 2019
5 July 2019
2 August 2019







3 September 2019
4 October 2019
1 November 2019
3 December 2019
3 January 2020

Darlington Borough Council
18 April 2019
 17 October 2019
25 May 2019
 21 November 2019
3 July 2019
 30 December 2019
7 August 2019
 4 February 2020
12 September 2019
 10 March 2020
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The precept has been consulted on and proposed by the PCVC.
Level of Financial Reserves


To ensure ongoing financial viability it is important that the Police Crime and
Victims’ Commissioner continues to maintain a suitable level of reserves. Whilst
there is no general guidance on what represents a suitable level of reserves in
percentage terms, it is important to take into account the various risks to be faced
when coming to a view on reserve levels. It is the view of Chief Finance Officer (for
the PCVC and Chief Constable) that general reserves should not be used to
support day to day expenditure given: the level of funding uncertainty in future
years (where the grant allocation has not been confirmed by the Home Office);
localisation of council tax benefit; rising costs and council tax capping limits.
Reserves should only be used to invest in capital expenditure or invest in
expenditure which will lead to clear efficiencies.



The current policy statement on the level of reserves includes the following:
o

o



The Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner will set aside sufficient sums
in earmarked reserves as it considered prudent to do so. The PCVC Chief
Finance Officer will be authorised to establish such reserves as are required,
will review them for both adequacy and purpose, and report on a regular
basis to the Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner.
The Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner will aim to maintain, broadly,
general reserves of between 4% and 5% of the revenue estimates which are
currently about £4.927m and £6.159m respectively (based on 2019/20
revenue funding of £123.178m) subject to an annual review by the PCVC
Chief Finance Officer as part of the budget process.

The following tables show the estimated movement in financial reserves over the
period to 31st March 2020 assuming a £24 Band D Council Tax increase for
2019/20.

Summary of Total Reserves

Financial
Reserves

Balance
at 31/3/18

Variation
2018/19

Estimated
Balance
31/3/19

Variation
2019/20

Estimated
Balance
31/3/20

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

£’000

General

5,666

-

5,666

-

5,666

Capital Grants
Unapplied

1,811

-613

1,198

-1,117

81

78

-

78

-

78

Capital Receipt

7,535

4,220

11,755

-260

11,495

Earmarked

3,066

-

3,066

-

3,066

18,156

3,607

21,763

-1,377

20,386

Capital
Contributions

Total Reserves
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The expected use of reserves is as follows:




£2.184m to fund capital expenditure in 2019/20
£1.858m to fund capital expenditure in 2020/21
£2.672m to fund capital expenditure in 2021/22

Key Risks


The following key risks with associated mitigating action and responsible persons
are included within the medium term financial plan (see appendices 3 and 4 for
more details):
o Revised allocation formula between Forces,
o An ageing estate portfolio putting increased pressure on facilities
management budgets,
o Police officer capacity to respond to service demands,
o Flexibility to move police resources to areas of need,
o Demand continues to rise and change,
o Collaboration may require up-front costs of change,
o Uncertainty about partners’ future budget plans.
o The impact of any move to multiyear pay awards.

Cost Control
Given the continual impact of austerity, cost control is more important than ever.
External audit review Value for Money arrangements each year and give the PCVC
and Chief Constable positive assurance in this regard. Internal audit also review
financial controls and financial planning assumptions on a regular basis and their last
report gave substantial assurance to the Chief Constable.
Specifically the following controls are in place:









Monthly budget reviews are carried out in each Command
The Chief Finance Officer reviews the overall Force and PCVC budgets each
quarter.
Overtime is reviewed by the Force Executive and each Command monthly.
The Financial outturn is circulated at the Force Leadership Group
Detailed outturn reports are produced quarterly.
Experienced and qualified Finance staff work closely with the Commanders and
Executive officers.
The Deputy Chief Constable and Assistant Chief Officer chair the Strategic
Resource Group which controls overall officer and staff numbers to ensure they
remain in line with budget.
Benchmarking is carried out regularly eg use of the VFM profiles and other external
data.
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Capital Budget 2019/20
Prudential Code (including Treasury Management)


Under the Prudential Code for Capital Expenditure, the PCVC is free to make
borrowing decisions according to what is affordable. The proposed capital
programme for new starts and carry forward in 2019/20 totals £6.401m of which
part could be met with a contribution from Capital Grants Unapplied. In order to
reduce the impact on the 2019/20 budget, the Council Tax Requirement has been
compiled on the assumption that capital receipts and a revenue contribution to
capital will be used to finance the capital budget after taking account of capital
grant. Technical recommendations relating to the Code are set out in Appendix 2.



The Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local Authorities was introduced with
effect from 1 April 2004. The key objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure
that within a clear framework the capital investment plans of the PCVC are
affordable, prudent and sustainable.
A further key objective is to ensure that treasury management decisions are taken
in accordance with good professional practice and in a manner that supports
prudence, affordability and sustainability. Details of the requirements of the Code
are included in Appendix 2 and the recommended limits are detailed below for
consideration.
It is recommended that the PCVC considers prudential borrowing and
treasury management arrangements outlined in Appendix 2 and affirms them
as the basis on which such business will be conducted in 2019/20 in order to
facilitate the major capital programme outlined in the Medium Term Financial
Plan.
The 2018/19 capital programme is progressing. The revenue consequences of this
programme have been taken into account in the 2018/19 budget and medium term
financial plan. Certain projects are committed but not yet fully delivered and it is
therefore necessary to allow a carry forward into 2019/20.
It is recommended that the PCC agrees the carry forward of underspends on
the 2018/19 capital programme.









Considerations under the Prudential Code


In considering the programme for capital investment, under the Prudential Code,
the PCVC is required to have regard to the following matters:
o Affordability, e.g. implications for Council Tax. The prudential indicators
have been set assuming a Council Tax increase of £24 in 2019/20 and
1.98% in subsequent years.
o Prudence and sustainability, e.g. implications for external borrowing.
The implication for external borrowing of the PCVC’s capital spending
plans has been assessed as both prudent and sustainable in the long
term.
o Value for money.
o Stewardship of assets.
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o Service objectives, e.g. strategic planning for the PCVC and the Force.
The PCVC has a medium term financial plan that is updated annually
and that helps to ensure that both service and corporate objectives are
taken account of as part of the budgetary process.
o Practicality, e.g. achievability of the forward plan. The current capital
plan is deemed to be achievable.
o The 2019/20 capital programme is considered to be both realistic and
achievable.
o The revised capital budget for the years 2018/19 and the proposed
capital expenditure for 2019/20 to 2022/23 are detailed in the table
below.
Outturn
2018/19
£'000
Expenditure
Buildings: Major works
Buildings: Minor Works
Buildings carry forward from prior
year
Vehicles
Vehicle carry forward from prior year
ICT
ICT carry forward from prior year
Equipment
Total
Funding
Capital Grant
Special Grant
Capital Receipts
Revenue Contribution
Strategic Reserve
Self-Financed Borrowing
Total
Capital Financing Costs
Minimum Revenue Provision
Revenue Contribution
Contribution from Reserves
Interest Charges
Total

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'001

564
671
0

1,100
550
340

0
400
0

0
400
0

0
400
0

950
0
1,902
0
230
4,317

1,100
100
1,205
1,456
550
6,401

1,000
0
2,135
0
100
3,635

1,000
0
2,100
0
100
3,600

1,100
0
710
0
100
2,310

265
844
0
3,208
0
0
4,317

1,544
80
560
3,117
0
1,100
6,401

507
81
1,270
1,777
0
0
3,635

507
0
2,165
928
0
0
3,600

507
0
1,753
50
0
0
2,310

489
3,208
0
270
3,967

482
3,117
0
270
3,869

221
1,777
0
270
2,268

470
928
0
270
1,668

343
50
0
270
663

Medium Term Financial Plan 2019/20 to 2022/23


The updated Medium Term Financial Plan is attached as Appendix 3.



Council Tax increases are assumed at £24 for 2019/20 and then 1.98% for 2020/21
and beyond.
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The Local Government Provisional Finance Settlement provides details of formula
grant levels for 2019/20. Settlement figures for 2020/21 onwards assume a flat
grant each year.

Acknowledgement
The preparation of this budget for the PCVC has required a great deal of effort by
many people. We would like to express our sincere thanks to the Chief Constable’s
staff and the PCVC Chief Finance Officer’s staff for their invaluable support and
assistance.
G Ridley
PCVC Chief Finance Officer
M Barton
Chief Constable
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Appendix 1: Risks and Implications
Finance
These are contained in the main body of the report.
Staffing
The budgetary implications for staffing are dealt within the MTFP.
Equality and Diversity
N/A
Accommodation
The capital budget has implications for the way in which accommodation will be
delivered in the future.
Crime and Disorder
N/A
Human Rights
N/A
Children's Act 2004
N/A
Stakeholder/Community Engagement
A number of public consultation meetings were held to invite views on budget setting
and the level of precept.
Environment
N/A
Collaboration
A full and developing programme of collaboration is in place to effectively manage
austerity. The Constabulary Programme Boards will oversee VFM and productivity in
relation to the delivery of the 2016/17 budget.
Value for Money and Productivity
N/A
Other risks
N/A
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Contact Officer:

Gary Ridley

Job Title:

PCC Chief Finance Officer

Telephone:

0191 3752204

Email:

Gary.ridley@durham.pnn.police.uk
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Appendix 2

PRUDENTIAL CODE
Background
1. The framework of the prudential capital finance system, which came into effect
from 1st April 2004, is contained in the Local Government Act 2003. Under the Act,
Government borrowing controls based on “credit approvals” were abolished with
effect from 1st April 2004. The PCVC is now free to borrow and take out leases
without Government consent, provided these commitments can be afforded. The
Prudential Code is designed to guide the PCVC’s decision on what can be
afforded. The Local Authorities (Capital Finance and Accounting) (England)
Regulations 2003 specifies the Prudential Code for Capital Finance in Local
Authorities, issued by CIPFA, as the code of practice to which local authorities must
have regard when setting and reviewing their affordable borrowing limit.
2. The key objectives of the Prudential Code are to ensure that within a clear
framework the capital investment plans of the PCVC are affordable, prudent and
sustainable. A further key objective is to ensure that treasury management
decisions are taken in accordance with good professional practice and in a manner
that supports prudence, affordability and sustainability.
3. To demonstrate that the above objectives have been fulfilled the Prudential Code
sets out the indicators that must be used, and the factors that must be taken into
account. The Code does not include limits; these are for the PCVC to set.
4. Previously, credit approvals from Central Government set the limit of a local
authority’s long-term borrowing and attracted Revenue Support Grant (RSG)
towards the financing costs of loans (interest and repayment of principal). Under
the current system, unless, exceptionally, a national limit is imposed, the PCVC is
free to make his own borrowing decisions according to what can be afforded.
Concerning borrowing up to 2010/11, Central Government support for borrowing
through Formula Grant was given on the basis of a named amount of capital
expenditure which borrowing will support. With effect from 2011/12 the
Government determined that no new supported borrowing allocations would be
made in the Spending Review period. Government support is now given in the form
of capital grant only. The PCVC will take the totality of Central Government support
into account in setting prudential limits.
Prudential Indicators
5. The capital expenditure estimates to be incurred for the current and future years
are outlined below:

Expenditure

Estimate
2018/19
£'000
4,317

Estimate
2019/20
£'000
6,401
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Estimate
2020/21
£'000
3,635

Estimate
2021/22
£'000
3,600

Estimate
2022/23
£'000
2,310

6. Estimates of the ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream for the current and
future years are:
Ratio of Financing Costs to
Net Revenue Stream

Financing Costs (£’000)
Net Revenue Stream (£’000)

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
%
3.41%

%
3.14%

%
1.83%

%
1.33%

%
0.52%

3,967

3,869

2,268

1,668

663

116,166

123,177

124,247

125,534

126,867

The indicator takes into account minimum revenue provision and any contributions
from reserves. The net revenue stream is the amount raised from local taxation
and non-specific grant income.
7. Estimates of the current and future years Capital Financing Requirement are:
Capital Financing
Requirement

Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
2018/19
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
17,649
17,167
16,946
16,476
13,699

The Capital Financing Requirement measures the underlying need to borrow for a
capital purpose. The PCVC has an integrated treasury management strategy and
has adopted the CIPFA Code of Practice for Treasury Management in the Public
Services. The PCVC’s treasury management strategy and annual plan for 2019/20
is part of this Section (see paragraph 21 onwards).
The PCVC has at any point in time a number of cash flows both positive and
negative, and manages the treasury position in terms of borrowings and
investments in accordance with the approved treasury management strategy. In
day-to-day cash management no distinction can be made between revenue cash
and capital cash. External borrowing arises as a consequence of all the financial
transactions and not simply those arising from capital spending. In contrast the
Capital Financing Requirement reflects the PCVC’s underlying need to borrow for
a capital purpose.
8. CIPFA’s Prudential Code for Capital Finance includes the following as a key
indicator of prudence:
“In order to ensure that over the medium term net borrowing will only be for a capital
purpose the PCVC should ensure that gross external borrowing does not, except
in the short term, exceed the total of capital financing requirement in the preceding
year plus the estimates of any additional capital financing requirement for the
current and next two financial years.”
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Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Statement
9. Previously local authorities were required to set aside some of their revenue as
provision for repayment of debt. MRP was calculated each year subject to a
minimum of 4% of capital financing requirement at the start of the year.
10. These rules have been replaced with a duty for an authority to provide for an
amount of MRP which is considered to be "prudent". CLG has issued guidance on
MRP. The regulations do not define "prudent provision".
11. The guidance explains that the broad aim of prudent provision is to ensure that
debt is repaid over a period that is reasonably close to the time over which the
capital expenditure will provide benefits. In the case of borrowing supported by
Government through the Formula Grant system, it would be reasonable to link the
period of making provision of the grant, which is 4% of the estimated supported
capital expenditure and 4% equates to the repayment of debt over 25 years.
12. MRP should normally start in the financial year following the one in which the
expenditure was incurred.
13. The Secretary of State recommends that a Statement of Methodology to be used
by authorities be approved by the PCVC before the start of each financial year.
14. It is recommended when determining the minimum revenue provision:
a. Option 2: CFR Method (MRP is equal to 4% of the non-housing capital
finance requirement at the end of the preceding financial year) is used
in relation to all capital expenditure before 1st April 2008, but only for
capital expenditure financed by supported borrowing during 1st April
2008 to 31st March 2011.
b. Option 3: Asset Life Method (MRP is based on the life of the asset) is
used for capital expenditure financed by unsupported borrowing after
1st April 2008.
External Debt
15. In respect of external debt, it is recommended that the PCVC approves the
following Authorised Limits for total external debt, gross of investments, for the next
three financial years. These limits separately identify borrowing from other longterm liabilities such as finance leases. The limits are consistent with the capital
financing requirement.
Authorised Limits
Borrowing
Long term Liabilities
Total

Estimate
2018/19
£'m
22.6
0.0
22.6

Estimate
2019/20
£'m
22.2
0.0
22.2
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Estimate
2020/21
£'m
21.9
0.0
21.9

Estimate
2021/22
£'m
21.5
0.0
21.5

Estimate
2022/23
£'m
18.7
0.0
18.7

16. The Authorised Limits are consistent with the PCVC’s current commitments,
existing plans and the proposals in this budget report for capital expenditure and
financing, and with the approved Treasury Management policy statement and
practices. They are based on the estimate of most likely, prudent but not worstcase scenario, with the addition of sufficient headroom over and above this to allow
for operational management. An assessment of risk has been taken into account,
as have plans for capital expenditure, estimates of the Capital Financing
Requirement and estimates of cash flow requirements.
17. The proposed Operational Boundary for external debt is based on the same
estimates as the Authorised Limit but reflects directly the PCVC Chief Finance
Officer’s estimate of the most likely prudent but not worst case scenario, without
the additional headroom included within the Authorised Limit. The Operational
Boundary represents a key management tool for in year monitoring by the PCVC
Chief Finance Officer. Within the Operational Boundary, figures for borrowing and
other long-term liabilities are separately identified.
Operational Boundary
for External Debt
Borrowing
Long term Liabilities
Total

Estimate
2018/19
£'m
17.6
0.0
17.6

Estimate Estimate
2019/20
2020/21
£'m
£'m
17.2
16.9
0.0
0.0
17.2
16.9

Estimate Estimate
2021/22
2022/23
£'m
£'m
16.5
13.7
0.0
0.0
16.5
13.7

Council Tax
18. The Prudential Indicators have been calculated assuming a £24 increase in
2019/20 and 1.98% for 2020/21 and beyond.
19. The capital programme is funded by a mix of capital grants, contributions from
earmarked reserves and borrowing under the prudential code.
20. The estimate of the incremental impact of this prudential borrowing, over and
above capital investment decisions that have previously been taken by the
Authority for Band D Council Tax, are:
Incremental Impact
on Band D Council
Tax

Estimate
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

%

%

%

0.00%

0.05%

0.00%

Treasury Management
21. The CIPFA Code of Practice for Treasury Management in the Public Services
makes the following key recommendations:
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(i)

Public service organisations should put in place formal and comprehensive
objectives, policies and practices, strategies and reporting arrangements for
the effective management and control of their treasury management
activities.

(ii)

Their policies and practices should make clear that the effective
management and control of risk are prime objectives of their treasury
management activities.

(iii)

They should acknowledge that the pursuit of best value in treasury
management and the use of suitable performance measures are valid and
important tools for responsible organisations to employ in support of their
business and service objectives; and that within the context of effective risk
management, their treasury management policies and practices should
reflect this.

22. The PCVC has formally adopted the key recommendations of the CIPFA Code of
Practice for Treasury Management in the Public Services and has created and
maintains as the cornerstone for effective treasury management:
a. A treasury management policy statement stating the policies and objectives
of its treasury management activities
b. Suitable treasury management practices (TMPs), setting out the manner in
which the PCC will seek to achieve those policies and objectives, and
prescribing how it will manage and control those activities.
23. Reports will be presented to the PCVC on the treasury management policies,
practices and activities, including an annual strategy and plan in advance of the
year, and an annual report after its close, in the form prescribed in the TMPs. In
implementing this strategy the PCVC will give priority to security and liquidity rather
than yield. However the PCVC will aim to achieve the highest rate of interest
consistent with proper levels of security and liquidity. In particular attention is drawn
to the key objectives of the Investment Strategy which is firstly safeguarding the
repayment of principal and interest of its investments on time and secondly
ensuring adequate liquidity. The investment return is the third objective. The PCVC
delegates responsibility for the execution and administration of its treasury
management policies and practices to the PCVC Chief Finance Officer, who will
act in accordance with the Policy Statement, Treasury Management Practices and
CIPFA’s Standard of Professional Practice on Treasury Management.
Treasury Management Indicators
24. The PCVC has set an upper limit on its fixed interest rate exposures for 2018/19,
2019/20 and 2020/21 of 100% of its net outstanding principal sum.
25. The PCVC has further set an upper limit on its variable interest rate exposures for
2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 of 30% of its net outstanding principal sums.
26. The PCVC’s upper and lower limits for the maturity structure of its borrowings are
as follows.
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Amount of projected borrowing that is fixed rate
maturing in each period as a percentage of total
borrowing that is fixed rate:
Under 12 months
12 months and within 24 months
24 month and within 5 years
5 years and within 10 years
10 years and above

Upper
Limit
%
50
50
50
50
100

Lower
Limit
%
0
0
0
0
0

27. The PCVC does not intend to invest sums for periods longer than 364 days. This
is seen as prudent interest rate risk management.
28. It is recommended that the PCVC:
a. Notes the prudential indicators,
b. Approves the Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) Statement in
Appendix 2 (paragraphs 9 to14) of this report,
c. Determines an Authorised Limit of £22.6m and an Operational
Boundary Limit of £17.6m for external debt in 2019/20.
d. Reaffirms the adoption of the key recommendations of the CIPFA
Code as detailed in paragraph 21 of this report.
e. Sets an upper limit on the fixed interest rate exposures for 2018/19,
2019/20 and 2020/21 of 50% of the net outstanding principal sum.
f. Sets an upper limit on the variable interest rate exposures for
2018/19, 2019/20 and 2020/21 of 30% of its net outstanding principal
sums.
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Treasury Management Policy Statement
1. The PCVC defines the treasury management activities as:
“The management of the organisation’s cash flows, its banking, money market and
capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks associated with those
activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance consistent with those risks”.
2. The PCVC regards the successful identification, monitoring and control of risk to
be the prime criteria by which the effectiveness of its treasury management
activities will be measured. Accordingly, the analysis and reporting of treasury
management activities will focus on their risk implications for the organisation.
3. The PCVC acknowledges that effective treasury management will provide support
towards the achievement of its business and service objectives and is therefore
committed to the principles of achieving best value in treasury management, and
to employing suitable performance measurement techniques, within the context of
effective risk management.
Treasury Management Practices
1.

TMP1 – Treasury Risk Management

1.1.

The PCVC Chief Finance Officer shall:

1.2.



Design, implement and monitor all arrangements for the identification,
management and control of the treasury management risks shown below;



Report at least annually on the adequacy/suitability thereof; and



Report, as a matter of urgency, the circumstances of any actual or likely
difficulty in achieving the PCVC's objectives in this respect, all in
accordance with the procedures set out in TMP6 Reporting requirements
and management information arrangements.

Liquidity
The PCVC will ensure adequate but not excessive cash resources, borrowing
arrangements, overdraft or standby facilities to enable at all times to have the
level of funds available which are necessary for the achievement of service
objectives.

1.3.

Interest Rates
The PCVC will manage exposure to fluctuations in interest rates with a view to
containment of net interest costs, or securing interest revenues, in accordance
with the amounts provided in the Revenue Estimates in accordance with TMP6
Reporting requirement and management information arrangement.

1.4.

Credit and Counterparties
The PCVC regards a prime objective of the treasury management activities to
be the security of the principal sums invested. A formal counterparty list will be
maintained and the named organisations and limits will reflect a prudent attitude
towards organisations with which funds may be deposited, and will limit the
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PCVC’s investment activities to the instruments, methods and techniques
referred to in TMP4 Approved Instruments, methods and techniques.
1.5.

Re-scheduling and Re-financing of Debt
The PCVC will ensure that all borrowing, private financing and partnership
arrangements will be negotiated, structured and documented, and the maturity
profile of debt will be managed with a view to obtaining terms for renewal or
refinancing, if required, which are competitive and as favourable to the
organisation as can reasonably be achieved in the light of market conditions
prevailing at the time.
Relationships with counterparties in these transactions will be managed in such
a manner as to secure this objective, and will avoid over-reliance on any one
source of funding if this might jeopardise achievement of the above.

1.6.

Legal and Regulatory
The PCVC will ensure that all treasury management activities comply with its
statutory powers and regulatory requirements. The PCVC will demonstrate
such compliance, if required to do so, to all parties with whom he deals in such
activities. In framing the credit and counterparty policy under TMP1 Treasury
Risk Management, the PCVC will ensure that there is evidence of
counterparties' powers, authority and compliance in respect of the transactions
effected with the organisation, particularly with regard to duty of care and fees
charged.
The PCVC will seek to minimise the impact of future legislative or regulatory
changes on treasury management activities so far as it is reasonably able to do
so.

1.7.

Fraud, Error and Corruption, and Contingency Management
The PCVC will seek to ensure that the circumstances which may expose the
PCVC to the risk of loss through fraud, corruption or other eventualities in his
treasury management dealings are identified. Accordingly, he will design and
implement suitable systems and procedures and will maintain effective
contingency management arrangements to counter such risks.

1.8.

Market Risk
The PCVC will seek to ensure that stated treasury management policies and
objectives will not be compromised by adverse market fluctuations in the value
of the principal sums invested.

2.

TMP2 - BEST VALUE AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

2.1. The PCVC will actively work to promote best value in treasury management
activities. The treasury management function will be the subject of regular
reviews to identify scope for improvement.
3.

TMP3 - DECISION-MAKING AND ANALYSIS
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3.1. The PCVC will maintain full records of treasury management decisions, and of
the processes and practices applied in reaching those decisions to demonstrate
that reasonable steps have been taken to ensure that all issues relevant to
those decisions were taken into account.
4.

TMP4 - APPROVED INSTRUMENTS, METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

4.1. The PCVC will undertake treasury management activities by employing only
those instruments, methods and techniques detailed in the Treasury
Management Strategy.
5.

TMP5
ORGANISATION,
CLARITY
AND
SEGREGATION
RESPONSIBILITIES AND DEALING ARRANGEMENTS

5.1.

The PCVC’s treasury management activities will be properly structured in a
clear and open fashion and a rigorous discipline of segregation of duties will be
enforced to ensure effective control and monitoring of treasury management
activities for the reduction of the risk of fraud or error and for the pursuit of
optimum performance.

5.2.

The principle on which this will be based is a clear distinction between those
charged with setting treasury management policies and those charged with
implementing and controlling these policies, particularly with regard to the
execution and transmission of funds, the recording and administering of
treasury management decisions, and the audit and review of the treasury
management function.

5.3.

If and when the PCVC intends, as a result of lack of resources or other
circumstances, to depart from these principles, the PCVC Chief Finance Officer
will ensure that the reasons are properly reported in accordance with TMP6
Reporting requirements and management information arrangements, and the
implications properly considered and evaluated.

5.4.

The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will ensure that there are clear written
statements of the responsibilities for each post engaged in treasury
management, and the arrangements for absence cover.

5.5.

The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will ensure there is proper documentation for
all deals and transactions, and that procedures exist for the effective
transmission of funds.

5.6.

The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will fulfil all delegated responsibilities in
respect of treasury management in accordance with the PCVC’s Treasury
Management Policy Statement, Treasury Management Practices and the
CIPFA Standard of Professional Practice on Treasury Management.
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OF

6.

TMP6 - REPORTING REQUIREMENTS AND MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
ARRANGEMENTS

6.1. Regular reports will be prepared for consideration by the PCVC on:


The implementation of the treasury management policies;



The effects of decisions taken and the transactions executed in pursuit of
those policies;



The implications of changes resulting from regulatory, economic, market
or other factors affecting treasury management activities; and the
performance of the treasury management function.

6.2. As a minimum, the PCVC will receive:

7.



An Annual Report on the strategy and plan to be pursued in the
forthcoming year;



A half yearly report providing an update on treasury management activities
(PCVC borrowing and investments and a national economic forecasts);



An Annual Report on the performance of the treasury management
functions in the previous year and on any circumstances of noncompliance with the organisation's Treasury Management Policy
Statement and Treasury Management Practices.

TMP7 - BUDGETING, ACCOUNTING AND AUDIT ARRANGEMENTS

7.1. The PCVC will account for treasury management activities in accordance with
appropriate accounting practices and standards and with statutory and regulatory
requirements.
7.2. The PCVC will ensure that his auditors, and those charged with regulatory
review, have access to all information and papers supporting the activities of the
treasury management function as are necessary for the proper fulfilment of their
roles and that such information and papers demonstrate compliance with
external and internal policies and approved practices.
8.

TMP8 - CASH AND CASH FLOW MANAGEMENT

8.1. All PCVC monies shall be aggregated for treasury management purposes and
will be under the control of the PCVC Chief Finance Officer. Cash flow projections
will be prepared on a regular and timely basis and the PCVC Chief Finance
Officer will ensure that these are adequate for the purposes of monitoring
compliance with TMP1.2 Liquidity.
9. TMP 9 - MONEY LAUNDERING
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9.1. Procedures will be enforced for verifying and recording the identity of
counterparties and reporting suspicions and will ensure that staff involved in this
area is properly trained.
10. TMP 10 - STAFF TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS
10.1. The PCVC will seek to appoint individuals to the treasury management function
who are both capable and experienced and will provide training for staff to enable
them to acquire and maintain an appropriate level of expertise, knowledge and
skills. The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will recommend and implement the
necessary arrangements.
11. TMP 11 - USE OF EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDERS
11.1. When external service providers are employed by the PCVC, the PCVC Chief
Finance Officer will ensure that this is done for reasons which have been
submitted to a full evaluation of the costs and benefits. The terms of their
appointment and the methods by which service providers' value will be assessed
will be properly agreed and documented, and subjected to regular review.
11.2. Where feasible and necessary, a spread of service providers will be used to avoid
over-reliance on one or a small number of companies. Where services are
subject to formal tender or re-tender arrangements, PCVC Procedural Rules and
Financial Regulations plus legislative requirements will always be observed. The
monitoring of such arrangements rests with the PCVC Chief Finance Officer.
12. TMP 12 - CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
12.1. The PCVC is committed to the pursuit of proper corporate governance
throughout its businesses and services, and to establishing the principles and
practices by which this can be achieved. Accordingly, the treasury management
function and its activities will be undertaken with openness and transparency,
honesty, integrity and accountability.
12.2. The PCVC has adopted and implemented the key recommendations of the Code
of Practice on Treasury Management in the Public Services. This, together with
other arrangements that the PCVC Chief Finance Officer will put in place, is
considered vital to the achievement of proper corporate governance in treasury
management, and the PCVC Chief Finance Officer will monitor and, if and when
necessary, report upon the effectiveness of these arrangements.
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Treasury Management Strategy 2019/20
In implementing this strategy, the PCVC will give priority to security and liquidity, rather
than yield. However, the PCVC will aim to achieve the highest rate of interest
consistent with the proper levels of security and liquidity. In order to achieve this, the
strategy deals with the use of specified investments, non-specified investments and
the liquidity of investments.
The strategy also covers the PCVC’s approach to borrowing and the use of external
managers.
1) Borrowing Strategy 2019/20
The uncertainty over future interest rates increases the risks associated with
treasury activity. As a result, the PCVC will take a cautious approach to its treasury
strategy.
Long-term fixed interest rates are at risk of being higher over the medium term,
and short term rates are expected to rise, although more modestly. The PCVC
Chief Finance Officer, under delegated powers, will take the most appropriate form
of borrowing depending on the prevailing interest rates at the time, taking into
account the risks shown in the forecast above. It is likely that shorter term fixed
rates may provide lower cost opportunities in the short/medium term.
Continuing to postpone borrowing and running down investment balances will also
be considered. This would reduce counterparty risk and hedge against the
expected fall in investments returns.
2) Investment Strategy 2019/20
a) Key Objectives
i) The primary objectives of the PCVC’s investment strategy are firstly
safeguarding the repayment of the principal and interest of investments on
time and secondly ensuring adequate liquidity. The investment return is the
third objective. With the current economic background the current
investment climate has one over-riding risk consideration; that of
counterparty security risk.
b) Risk Benchmarking
i) Yield benchmarks are currently widely used to assess investment
performance.
ii) These benchmarks are simple targets (not limits) and so may be breached
from time to time, depending on movements in interest rates and
counterparty criteria. The purpose of the benchmark is that officers will
monitor the current and trend position and amend the operational strategy
depending on any changes. Any breach of the benchmarks will be reported,
with supporting reasons in the Annual Report.
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iii) Security: The PCVC’s maximum security risk benchmark for the current
portfolio, when compared to these historic default tables, is 0.03% historic
risk of default when compared to the whole portfolio (based on the credit
rating of the institutions that the PCVC invests with; the length of time of the
investments; and the historical rate of default of similar rated
counterparties). This rate is provided by our treasury management advisors
and the rate of 0.03 is considered extremely low risk.
iv) Liquidity: In respect of this area, the PCVC seeks to maintain:
(1) Bank overdraft of £0.5m,
(2) Liquid short term deposits of at least £2.0m available with a week’s
notice,
(3) Weighted Average Life benchmark is expected to be 0.25 years (3
months), with a maximum of 0.5 years (6 months).
v) Yield: Local measure of yield benchmarks is:
(1) Investments - Internal returns above the 7 day London Interbank Bid
Rate (LIBID) and as a guide the current rate of LIBID is 0.48% (as at
January 2018).
c) Investment Counterparty Selection Criteria
i) The primary principle governing the PCVC’s investment criteria is the
security of its investments, although the yield or return on the investment is
also a key consideration. After this main principle the PCVC will ensure:
(1) Maintenance of a policy that covers both the categories of investment
types to be invested in, criteria for choosing investment counterparties
with adequate security, and monitoring their security. This is set out in
the Specified and Non-Specified investment sections below.
(2) Sufficient liquidity in investments and for this purpose will set out
procedures for determining the maximum periods for which funds may
prudently be committed. These procedures also apply to the PCC’s
prudential indicators covering the maximum principal sums invested.
ii) The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will maintain a counterparty list in
compliance with the following criteria and will revise the criteria and submit
them to the PCVC for approval as necessary. These criteria are separate to
those which choose Specified and Non-Specified investments, as they
provide an overall pool of counterparties considered high quality that the
PCVC may use, as opposed to defining what the investments are.
iii) The rating criteria use the lowest common denominator method of
selecting counterparties and applying limits. This means that the application
of the PCVC’s minimum criteria will apply to the lowest available rating for
any institution. For instance if an institution is rated by two agencies, one
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meets the PCVC’s criteria, the other does not, the institution will fall outside
of the lending criteria. This is in compliance with a CIPFA Treasury
Management Panel recommendation in March 2009 and the CIPFA
Treasury Management Code of Practice.
iv) Credit rating information is supplied by our treasury consultants on all active
counterparties that comply with the criteria below. Any counterparty failing
to meet the criteria would be omitted from the counterparty (dealing) list.
Any rating changes, rating watches (notification of a likely change), rating
outlooks (notification of a possible longer term change) are provided to
officers almost immediately after they occur and this information is
considered before dealing. For instance, a negative rating watch applying
to counterparty at the minimum PCVC criteria will be suspended from use,
with all others being reviewed in light of market conditions.
d) Specified Investments
i) Specified Investments are defined as those satisfying the following
conditions:
(1) Denominated in sterling,
(2) To be repaid or redeemed within 12 months of the date on which the
investment was made,
(3) Do not involve the acquisition of share capital or loan capital in a body
corporate,
(4) Are made with the UK Government, local authorities, parish councils,
community councils, or with a body or in an investment scheme which
has been awarded a high credit rating by a credit agency.
ii) The criteria for providing a pool of high quality investment counterparties
are:
(1) Banks 1 - Good Credit Quality
The PCVC will only use banks which:
(a) Are UK banks
(b) And have, as a minimum, the following Fitch, Moody’s and Standard
& Poors credit ratings (where rated):
(i) Short Term: F1
(ii) Long Term: A(2) Banks 2 - Guaranteed Banks with suitable Sovereign Support
(a) In addition, the PCVC will use banks whose ratings fall below the
criteria specified above if all of the following conditions are met:
(b) Part nationalised UK banks- Royal Bank of Scotland
(c) These banks can be included if they continue to be part nationalised
or they meet the ratings in Banks 1 above.
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(3) Banks 3 - The PCVC’s own banker for transactional purposes if the
bank falls below the above criteria although in this case balances will be
minimised in both monetary size and time.
(4) Building Societies
(a) The PCVC will use all Societies which meet the ratings for banks
outlined above.
(5) Money Market Funds: AAA
(6) UK Government (including gilts and the Debt Management Account
Deposit Facility (DMADF))
(7) Other Local Authorities, Parish Councils etc.
e) Non - Specified Investments
i) Non-Specified investments are those not meeting the definition in the
Specified Investments section above. It is proposed that during 2016/17, the
PCVC will not invest in Non-Specified Investments, including those to be
repaid or redeemed more than 12 months from the date on which the
investment was made.
f) Use of additional information other than credit ratings
i) Additional requirements under the Code of Practice now require the PCVC
to supplement credit rating information. Whilst the above criteria relies
primarily on the application of credit ratings to provide a pool of appropriate
counterparties for officers to use, additional operational market information
will be applied before making any specific investment decision from the
agreed pool of counterparties. This additional market information (for
example credit default swaps, negative rating watches/ outlooks) will be
applied to compare the relative security of differing investment
counterparties.
g) Time and Monetary Limits applying to Investments
i) The time and monetary limits for institutions on the PCVC’s Counterparty
List are as follows:

Banks 1 category high
quality
Lloyds Bank
Banks 1 category medium
quality
Banks 2 category-part
nationalised
DMADF

Long term
Rating)
AA

Money Limit

Time Limit

£5m

1 year

A
A-

£7m
£5m

1 year
6 months

N/A

£5m

1 year

AA+

Unlimited

6 months
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Local Authorities
Money market funds

N/A
AAA

£5m
£3m per fund

1 year
Liquid

ii) Due to the uncertainty in the financial markets it is recommended that the
Investment Strategy is approved on a similar approach to previous years
which will provide officers with the flexibility to deal with any unexpected
occurrences. Officers will restrict the pool of available counterparties from
these criteria to safer instruments and institutions. Currently this involves
the use of the DMADF, AAA rated Money Market Funds and institutions with
higher credit ratings than those outlined in the investment strategy or which
are provided support from the Government. Investments are being
maintained short term to also improve the security of investments.
h) Sensitivity to Interest Rate Movements
i) Whilst most of the risks facing the treasury management service are
addressed elsewhere in this report (credit risk, liquidity risk, market risk,
maturity profile risk), the impact of interest rate risk is discussed but not
quantified.
ii) The estimated impact of a 1% increase in interest rates to the estimated
treasury management income for the PCVC in 2019/20 is an increase of
£20,000. A decrease in interest rates is unlikely and any impact would not
be material.
3) External Managers (Other than those relating to the Pension Fund)
i) The PCVC may, upon the recommendations of the PCVC Chief Finance
Officer, appoint one or more external managers to manage the short-term
investment of surplus PCVC money. Any such managers appointed are to
be bound by this Treasury Management Policy Statement.
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Appendix 3
Durham Police & Crime Commissioner
Medium Term Financial Plan
2019/20 to 2022/23
Introduction
The prevailing national financial climate has transformed the way in which we perceive
the delivery of public services. The Policing Service now has an imperative to evidence
value for money and deliver a consistently high level of services with shrinking financial
resources. The austerity measures are expected to continue until after 2020.
This plan demonstrates in financial terms how the Police Crime and Victims’
Commissioner (PCVC) will strive to achieve his vision for policing in County Durham
and Darlington. The plan provides an outline of the demands and consequential
revenue resource requirements of the PCVC and Constabulary for the four financial
years commencing 1st April 2019. The plan also details the proposed five year capital
programme and the revenue consequences of that programme.
Durham Constabulary has embraced a corporate scorecard approach called “Plan on
a Page”. This strategic financial plan has been compiled in a way which reflects those
strategic intentions and has been developed alongside the local Policing Plan.
The plan is owned by both the PCVC and Constabulary. Individual and collective
responsibility is exercised over the management of performance and resources.
Governance arrangements are in place to ensure that the PCVC holds the
Constabulary to account through regular reporting of issues. Within the Constabulary,
internal accountability meetings are regularly held to ensure objectives are met.
Purpose
The purpose of this financial planning document is to provide a basis for determining:


The level of resources which are likely to be available in the future to deliver
national and local priorities;



The future demands upon the revenue budget;



The impact of external factors;



The financial implications of partnership working;



The amount of capital investment which is required to achieve corporate
objectives;



The revenue consequences of such capital investment;



The future reserve levels of the PCVC;



The impact of additional demands on the level of council tax levied by the
Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner;



The main financial risks facing the PCVC and Constabulary.
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Strategic Planning Principles
In constructing its financial plans the PCVC benefits from following the principles
below:


Ensure that finance contributes to improved outcomes by ensuring finance
follows priorities.



To ensure overall financial stability.



Set a comprehensive, timely, balanced and realistic budget;



Take into account pay and price inflation, risk management, and achievability
of savings targets;



Follow its treasury management policy;



Follow its reserves policy;



Raise awareness of and communicate key financial messages both internally
and externally;

The medium term financial plan has been compiled following the established principles
that have been adopted by the PCVC and within the following further conditions:


Budgets set will be affordable and not jeopardise the financial stability of the
PCVC in either the short or long term;



Precept increases will be kept to a minimum consistent with the provision of
effective and efficient services;



All spending plans will need to demonstrate that they can achieve value for
money and support best value principles;



Spending will be agreed only when the necessary funding is identified and
approved;



External funding will be sought wherever it can be used in a sustainable manner
that does not lead to unforeseen costs to the PCVC;



The PCVC’s finances will be publicised to stakeholders in an open and
transparent manner;



Customers and citizens will be involved in the budget process.
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Key Strategic Areas & Objectives
The approach to strategic planning is now shaped by the prevailing drive to
demonstrate value for money in a time of reducing resources. The Constabulary has
created a strategy map (Plan on a Page) based on a balanced scorecard approach.
This has enabled colleagues across the Constabulary to understand how their
activities link with and support delivery of the key outcomes required that will help to
achieve the PCVC and Constabulary’s Vision.
The Vision:
“Durham Constabulary will deliver excellent policing inspiring confidence in
victims and our communities by protecting neighbourhoods, tackling
criminals and solving problems around the clock, proud to deliver value for
money policing across County Durham and Darlington.”
There are two key objectives that Durham Constabulary are focussed on delivering for
the citizens of County Durham & Darlington:
Inspire Confidence
Consistently deliver excellent levels of satisfaction
The strategy map is structured into four key areas which enable the Constabulary to
identify:


What we need to be best at (Core Deliverables),



What we need to help us (Enabling Factors),



The resources we need (Resources),



Use the money effectively (Value for Money).

Each key area describes a number of strategic objectives that informs where the
PCVC and Constabulary need to focus their attention and resources. The process
collects each strategic objective and identifies key linkages ensuring alignment to the
corporate vision. The strategic objectives supporting each key area are:


What we need to be best at (Core Deliverables):
o Protecting Neighbourhoods - ‘Intervene early to reduce harm and
demand’,
o Tackling Criminals - ‘To have fewer victims and reduce crime’,
o Solving Problems – ‘To stop problems happening and solve them when
they do’,
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What we need to help us (Enabling Factors):
o Information and Decision Making,
o Communication,
o Partners and Collaboration,
o Organisational Attitudes and Behaviours.



The resources we need (Resources):
o Our People – ‘People who are supported and have the capacity and
capability to deliver’,
o Our Stuff – ‘Have the right resources to help us do the job’.



Use the money effectively (Value for Money):
o Ensure a balance budget,
o Influence future funding changes and prepare for austerity,
o Be financially innovative,
o Have a fully costed ICT plan with aligned capital investment,
o Have a suitable medium term and long term financial plan.
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Revenue Expenditure
Financial Planning Assumptions
The key income planning assumptions have been driven by funding announced in the
provisional government figures and have been collated on a table and explained in
detail in the previous section on police service funding.
The key expenditure related planning assumptions are reflected in the attached table
Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
2022/23

Officer Pay Inflation (from September
each year)

2%

2%

2%

2%

Officer Pension Contribution Increase

6.8%

0%

0%

0%

Staff Pay Inflation

2%

2%

2%

2%

Police Staff Pension Contribution Increase

0%

2.4%

0%

0%

Police Officer Vacancy Factor

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.8%

2.8%

2.8%

2.8%

Energy & Fuel Inflation

4%

8.5%

2.9%

2.9%

Other Non-Pay Inflation (except where
contractually based)

0%

0%

0%

0%

Council Tax Increase Band D

£24

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Police Staff Vacancy Factor

Tax Base Growth
Other Income Inflation

Work Force Planning
The following table shows expected workforce numbers at the end of each financial
year.

Officers
PCSO's
Staff
Apprentices
PCVC
Total FTE

Actual
2017/18
1,147.2
138.9
861.8
37.5
15.8
2,201.2

Outturn
2018/19
1,140.0
152.0
861.7
56.0
20.8
2,230.5

Estimate
2019/20
1,130.0
152.0
908.9
49.0
16.8
2,256.7

These figures are kept under continuous review.
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Estimate
2020/21
1,130.0
152.0
908.9
49.0
16.8
2,256.7

Estimate
2021/22
1,130.0
152.0
908.9
49.0
16.8
2,256.7

Estimate
2022/23
1,130.0
152.0
908.9
49.0
16.8
2,256.7

This table considers the impact of all the income and revenue assumptions and
identifies the Budget 2019/20 for approval.
Budget Heading

Employees

Outturn
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
2022/23

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

£'000

99,031

104,055

105,491

107,506

109,821

Premises

4,144

4,315

4,447

4,509

4,572

Transport

1,979

2,039

2,046

2,070

2,099

Supplies and Services

9,055

9,075

9,893

10,106

9,950

Joint & Other Authorities

2,081

2,081

2,081

2,082

2,082

(3,489)

(2,212)

(2,213)

(2,203)

(2,494)

Collaboration income

(791)

(1,003)

(1,003)

(1,003)

(1,003)

Secondment Income

(575)

(494)

(504)

(404)

(412)

(60)

(75)

(85)

(95)

(105)

(1,034)

(585)

(585)

(585)

(585)

0

0

0

0

0

3,534

3,733

2,411

1,307

684

113,875

120,929

121,979

123,290

124,609

less

Income
Customer & Client Receipts

Interest
Special Grants
plus
Contribution To/ From (-)
Reserve
Capital Financing Costs

Police Constabulary
Costs
Victims Commissioning Grant

(1,058)

(728)

(728)

(728)

(728)

1,739

1,555

1,555

1,555

1,555

539

478

478

478

478

1,071
116,166

943
123,177

963
124,247

939
125,534

953
126,867

DCLG Grant

(36,446)

(37,173)

(37,173)

(37,173)

(37,173)

Police Grant

(42,112)

(43,034)

(43,034)

(43,034)

(43,034)

(6,110)

(6,110)

(6,110)

(6,110)

(6,110)

0

(1,260)

(1,260)

(1,260)

(1,260)

(31,498)

(35,600)

(36,670)

(37,957)

(39,290)

PCVC commissioning
Community Safety Grant

PCVC Costs
Net Expenditure

Funded by

Council Tax Support Grant
Pension grant
Council Tax

Total Funding
(Surplus) / Deficit

(116,166) (123,177) (124,247) (125,534) (126,867)
-

-

-

-

-

Comment:


The latest HMIC Value for Money Profiles has been used to identify areas for
potential efficiency savings.



A detailed workforce plan has been produced which compliments this plan.
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Scenario planning
The Home Office still have plans to review the funding formula allocation between
Forces in future years. Our understanding, based on previous exemplifications
published in 2015, is that Durham could potentially lose up to £10m per annum from
the changes. A separate report will be produced which outlines how such a potential
funding reduction would be financed.
Capital Expenditure
The enclosed capital summary sets out proposed expenditure for capital projects for
2018/19 to 2022/23 and the associated funding options. The PCVC received £0.496m
in 2017/18 and expects to receive £0.507 in future years.
There are a number of options open to the PCVC to funding capital expenditure and
these include capital receipts, use of reserves or revenue contributions to capital. The
balance of funding would be generated from borrowing which would incur interest
charges at prevailing market rates (unless the PCVC enters into specific term
borrowing arrangements such as fixed interest rates over a fixed borrowing term).
The impact of capital receipts generated from the sale of land owned by the PCVC for
development of commercial or housing purposes has been included in the funding.
Capital receipts from the sale of the old HQ site are expected until 2019/20.
Revenue Impact of the Capital Programme
The PCVC can determine to meet part of the capital requirement through applying
capital receipts, making revenue contributions, applying reserves, and/or (under the
provisions of the Prudential Code) borrowing.
The associated future capital financing charges as a result of this provisional
programme have been determined based upon the expected lifespan of the asset,
generally as follows: Motor Vehicles (4 years); ICT Systems (5 years); ANPR and other
Equipment (10 years); Minor Building Work (20 years); Major New Buildings (40 or 60
years).
Grant is applied to those assets with the shortest lifespan. The capital receipts arising
from the sale of the police headquarters’ site have been used to partly fund the capital
programme from 2016/17 onwards.
The following table contains a summary of capital expenditure by asset category. The
capital financing charge from 2018/19 to 2022/23 has been affected by the application
of the strategic capital reserve in 2014/15 to shorter life assets over those years.
Outturn
2018/19
£'000
Expenditure
Buildings: Major works
Buildings: Minor Works
Buildings carry forward from prior year
Vehicles
Vehicle carry forward from prior year

564
671
0
950
0
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Estimate Estimate Estimate Estimate
2019/20
2020/21
2021/22
2022/23
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'001
1,100
550
340
1,100
100

0
400
0
1,000
0

0
400
0
1,000
0

0
400
0
1,100
0

ICT
ICT carry forward from prior year
Equipment
Total
Funding
Capital Grant
Special Grant
Capital Receipts
Revenue Contribution
Strategic Reserve
Self-Financed Borrowing
Total
Capital Financing Costs
Minimum Revenue Provision
Revenue Contribution
Contribution from Reserves
Interest Charges
Total

1,902
0
230
4,317

1,205
1,456
550
6,401

2,135
0
100
3,635

2,100
0
100
3,600

710
0
100
2,310

265
844
0
3,208
0
0
4,317

1,544
80
560
3,117
0
1,100
6,401

507
81
1,270
1,777
0
0
3,635

507
0
2,165
928
0
0
3,600

507
0
1,753
50
0
0
2,310

325
3,208
0
2
3,535

325
3,117
0
291
3,733

343
1,777
0
291
2,411

88
928
0
291
1,307

343
50
0
291
684

The most significant capital expenditure is explained over the next few paragraphs
and a table showing detailed planned expenditure between 2018/19 and 2022/23 is
included at the bottom of this section.
Estates
The primary focus for the Estates programme will be the provision of a new SARC
(Sexual assault referral centre), collaborative building work and refurbishment of
section offices.
There will still be a regular buildings improvement and maintenance programme
undertaken for the rest of the Estate.
Fleet
The fleet replacement programme is kept under constant review and it is planned to
spend a relatively consistent figure each year on vehicles.
ICT
The ICT Strategy outlines the capital schemes to be delivered over the period covered
by the plan. A large proportion of the ICT expenditure in the capital programme relates
to mobile working. Another key scheme is the national requirement for all Forces to
upgrade their emergency services communications.
The following table includes details of new capital expenditure by asset category.

Planned Capital Expenditure from 2018/19 to 2022/23
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Outturn
2018/19
£'000
Expenditure
Buildings: Major works
Buildings: Minor Works
Buildings carry forward from prior
year
Vehicles
Vehicle carry forward from prior
year
ICT
ICT carry forward from prior year
Equipment
Total
Funding
Capital Grant
Special Grant
Capital Receipts
Revenue Contribution
Strategic Reserve
Self-Financed Borrowing
Total
Capital Financing Costs
Minimum Revenue Provision
Revenue Contribution
Contribution from Reserves
Interest Charges
Total
Property capital carry forward
from prior year
Major Works Projects
CMP building work
SARC
Collaboration
Sub total
Minor Works Projects
Sundry Schemes
CLS court building
Section offices improvements
Accommodation Improvements
Legislative Compliance
Collaboration
Sub total
Motor Vehicles
Motor Vehicles carry forward
from prior year

Estimate
2019/20
£'000

Estimate
2020/21
£'000

Estimate
2021/22
£'000

Estimate
2022/23
£'001

564
671
0

1,100
550
340

0
400
0

0
400
0

0
400
0

950
0

1,100
100

1,000
0

1,000
0

1,100
0

1,902
0
230
4,317

1,205
1,456
550
6,401

2,135
0
100
3,635

2,100
0
100
3,600

710
0
100
2,310

265
844
0
0
0
0
1,109

1,544
80
560
0
0
1,100
3,284

507
81
1,270
0
0
0
1,858

507
0
2,165
0
0
0
2,672

507
0
1,753
0
0
0
2,260

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

340

257
272
35
564

500
600
1,100

0

0

0

278
240
153

400
50
100

250
50
100

250
50
100

250
50
100

671
950

550
1,100

400
1,000

400
1,000

400
1,100

100

0

0

0
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ICT Capital carry forward from
prior year
National Requirements
Infrastructure Technology Refresh
Collaboration
Digital Evidence
Mobile Working
Client devices
Business Applications
Sub total
Equipment
Grand Total

1,456
250
674
215
400
0
0
363
1,902
230
4,317

100
165
0
0
725
25
190
1,205
550
6,401

1,620
360
0
0
0
0
155
2,135
100
3,635

800
800
0
0
0
0
500
2,100
100
3,600

0
425
0
225
0
0
60
710
100
2,310

Key Risks
The following are the key risks contained within the plan
Risk

Mitigating Action


Workforce planning to
reduce officer/staff
numbers



Cost reduction plans to
be developed and
implemented



Maximise precept income

An ageing estate portfolio
putting increased pressure on
facilities management budgets



Agree and deliver capital
programme time



Effective project planning

Police officer capacity to
respond to service demands



Allocating resource to
priority activities



Deliver agreed training
programme.



Productivity
measurement and
management



Strategic Assessment
agreed and implemented



Plan on a page
promulgated across the
organisation



Regular Force threat and
risk meetings

Loss of funding due to
reallocation between Forces

Flexibility to move police
resources to areas of need
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Person Responsible


PCVC Chief Finance
Officer



PCVC Chief Finance
Officer / PCVC



Commanders/Exec



Force Executive /
Tasking & Coordination

Risk

Mitigating Action


Update workforce plan



Targeted reviews to be
carried out



Introduction of new
Strategic Demand
Management Command



On-going crime
prevention/detection and
problem solving
initiatives.



Productivity
measurement and
management



Deliver agreed training
programme



New shift pattern
introduced for officers
and PCSOs

Collaboration may require upfront costs of change



Move to multiyear pay award

Demand continues to rise

Person Responsible



Heads of Commands

Identify ‘invest to save’
budget/reserve



PCVC Chief Finance
Officer/Exec/PCVC



Include in planning
assumption



PCVC/CC Chief Finance
Officer



Calculate cashflow loss

Monitoring and Review
This financial plan will be subject to continuous review and forms part of the overall
planning processes within the PCVC and Constabulary. This will ensure that an
accurate future financial forecast is maintained to give an indication as to the
affordability of spending plans which in turn will be fed into the corporate planning
process.
The content of this plan will be kept under review as part of normal medium term
financial planning procedures.

Appendix 4
Purpose of Report
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1. The purpose of this report is to provide the Police Crime and Victims’
Commissioner (PCVC) with reassurance and confidence in the accuracy and
quality of the financial estimates for the years 2018/19 to 2022/23, and more
importantly the budget for the coming financial year 2019/20.
2. The robustness of the financial estimates considers important factors such as risks
facing the PCVC and the adequacy of financial reserves to enable the PCVC to
have flexibility in dealing with any unplanned events that may have a significant
financial consequence during the course of the budget year 2019/20.
Background
3. Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner and local authorities decide every year
how much they are going to raise from council tax. They base their decision on a
budget that sets out estimates of what they plan to spend on each of their services.
4. The decision on the level of the council tax must be taken before the coming
financial year begins and that level cannot be changed during the year, so
allowances for risks and uncertainties that may create an increase in service costs
or a loss of income must be made by:
a. Making realistic and prudent allowances in the financial estimates for the
policing services provided, and also,
b. Ensuring that there are adequate reserves in place that can be drawn on to
help manage the impact of any incident or eventuality that causes the PCVC
to exceed the budget estimates in 2019/20 for the delivery of policing
services to the community of County Durham and Darlington.
5. Section 25 of the Local Government Act 2003 requires that the PCVC’s Chief
Financial Officer reports to the PCVC when considering the budget and council tax
on the robustness of the estimates and the adequacy of the reserves allowed for
in the budget proposals, so that the PCVC will have authoritative advice available
to him prior to making the budget setting decisions.
6. Section 25 also requires the PCVC to consider this report when making decisions
about the budget.
Critical Role of Risk Management
7. There is considerable (continuous) attention given to the risks facing the delivery
of policing services in County Durham and Darlington. Each of the risks identified
by the Force is allocated to and formally assessed by a strategic programme board.
8. When each board meets the risk registers are modified to reflect new risks, or to
reflect the best available information and the impact of mitigating actions. The list
of risks below have already been identified and considered by the appropriate
board.
9. In setting the budget the risks facing the PCVC are influenced by the uncertainties
of the economic environment and the level of expenditure reductions in the Policing
Service and the wider public sector, all of which present difficulties in delivering a
balanced budget. The key risks have been identified in the Budget report.
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10. The Annual Governance Statement gives assurance in relation to the
organisation’s arrangements for the management of risk and ensuring proper
arrangements are in place for governing its affairs and looking after the resources
at its disposal.
Robustness of Estimates
11. The budget process has involved the senior leadership teams in each Command,
who have considered and evaluated a variety of service delivery options that
balance the twin needs of maintaining service delivery and balancing the budget.
12. These options, identifying areas where savings can be made to provide the
resources to fund the unavoidable service pressures, have been reported to the
PCVC and his Executive, which includes the Chief Constable and the PCVC’s
Chief Financial Officer.
13. The key income and expenditure related planning assumptions are reflected in the
attached table
Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
2022/23

Officer Pay Inflation (from September
each year)

2%

2%

2%

2%

Officer Pension Contribution Increase

6.8%

0%

0%

0%

Staff Pay Inflation

2%

2%

2%

2%

Police Staff Pension Contribution Increase

0%

2.4%

0%

0%

Police Officer Vacancy Factor

0%

0%

0%

0%

2.8%

2.8%

2.8%

2.8%

Energy & Fuel Inflation

4%

8.5%

2.9%

2.9%

Other Non-Pay Inflation (except where
contractually based)

0%

0%

0%

0%

Council Tax Increase Band D

£24

1.98%

1.98%

1.98%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

1.5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Police Staff Vacancy Factor

Tax Base Growth
Other Income Inflation

14. In relation to the robustness of the above table, the following should be noted:
 Pay inflation. A pay increase of 2% has been budgeted. All police officer posts
are budgeted for, therefore the police office pay budget should not be overspent
given that the force maintains a separate budget to fund medical retirements.
In respect of police staff pay, a small vacancy factor is built in to the pay budget
to reflect anticipated leavers during the year. In recent years neither the police
officer pay budget nor police staff pay budget have been overspent.
 Pension increases. The police pension rate has increased to 31% as a result
of the latest triennial valuation. It is anticipated that the staff pension rate will
also increase at the next triennial valuation. The latest estimate has been used.
 Energy and Fuel. The increases are based on the latest guidance available.
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Other non-pay Inflation. The 0% increase is a general provision. Whilst some
budgets are reducing in price as a result of improved procurement and reduced
demand it is equally valid to state that some budgets are under constant cost
pressure. In recent years, supplies and services budgets have been underspent
within the force.
Council Tax. This will be subject to the maximum permitted limit by Central
Government.
Tax Base Growth. This has been based on recent growth rates.
Other Income Inflation. Where possible, the force is moving toward full cost
recovery in terms of the supplies and services that it charges for. This will be
subject to a discreet piece of work in the coming year. In recent years income
budgets have been over-achieved therefore the budget estimates are
considered reasonable.
Officer numbers are based on actual salary levels and expected leavers. Police
staff and PCSO numbers are also based on actual salary. This ensures that
budgets are reasonable.

15. Given the uncertainty about the future resources available to the PCVC at the time
of preparing this report, the estimates beyond 2019/20 are at present set out with
the best available information at the time of this report. There have as yet been no
indications of future years funding allocation by the Home Office.
Adequacy of Reserves
16. The CIPFA Local Authority Accounting Panel (LAAP) has issued a guidance note
on Local Authority Reserves and balances (LAAP Bulletin 77) to assist local
authorities in determining the adequacy of reserves. This guidance is not statutory,
but compliance is seen as best practice.
17. The guidance however, states that no case has yet been made to set a statutory
minimum level of reserves, either as an absolute amount or a percentage of the
budget. Each Police and Crime Commissioner and local authority should take
advice from its Chief Financial Officer and base its judgement on local
circumstances.
18. The current policy statement on the level of reserves includes the following:
a. The PCVC will set aside sufficient sums in earmarked reserves as
considered prudent to do so. The PCVC Chief Finance Officer will be
authorised to establish such reserves as are required, will review them
for both adequacy and purpose, and report on a regular basis to the
Police Crime and Victims’ Commissioner.
b. The PCVC will aim to maintain, broadly, general reserves of between 4%
and 5% of the revenue estimates currently £4.927m and £6.159m
respectively (based on 2019/20 revenue funding of £123.178m) subject
to an annual review by the PCVC Chief Finance Officer as part of the
budget process.
19. Earmarked reserves have been established as a means of building up funds to
meet known or predicted requirements. The level of earmarked reserves will be in
the region of £3.066m at the end of March 2019.
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20. The General Reserve has been set just below 5% of the revenue funding for
2018/19 and will be £5.666m at the end of March 2019.
21. The reserves are set at a level to accommodate any significant financial impact on
capital or revenue expenditure in 2019/20.
22. The PCVC’s approach to the management of risks alongside the PCVC’s financial
management arrangements suggest that the level of resources identified in the
Annual Budget 2019/20 is sufficient to provide reassurance and confidence in the
delivery of policing services to County Durham and Darlington.
Recommendation
23. It is recommended that the PCVC acknowledges that the strength of the risk
management processes, the adequacy of reserves and the robustness of the
financial estimates give sufficient reassurance and confidence to enable him
to approve the Annual Budget and the level of Council Tax for 2019/20.
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